Micropublications may be represented using an OWL vocabulary, mp, available at http://purl.org/mp.
superproperties (of property chains) are in the spirit of PAV, the Provenance, Authoring and Versioning Ontology [2] ; two of them (authoredBy and curatedBy) reoccur in PAV.
PROV-O takes a more elaborate path to achieve role definitions, which we believe is unnecessary in the present context, although well-adapted for detailed workflows. If desired, however, our approach may readily be harmonized with the full machinery of PROV-O.
A.2.1.2 Representations as Elements of a Micropublication
The set of Representations in the model of a single Micropublication is jointly defined by the properties asserts and quotes, which have the superproperty hasElement; and so the set of Representations belonging to (elementOf; inverse of hasElement) a Micropublication correponds to Φ in the mathematical definition in section 3.2.3.
A Representation may be assertedBy only one Micropublication. It may be quotedBy many Representations; but not both assertedBy and quotedBy any, as these properties are disjoint.
A.2.1.3 The mp:value Property
The mp:value datatype property represents the literal content of a Representation. It has two subproperties: mp:citation and mp:statement. If a Representation has the mp:statement property with some string as its object, it is a Statement. If it has the mp:citation property it is a Reference.
A.2.1.4 Claims and Support / Challenge Graphs
We define the principal Claim as object of the argues predicate on a Micropublication. The Representations ∈ Φ for that Micropublication are defined by the predicate hasElement. Those which also have supports (and possibly challenges) relations to the Claim are made objects of the predicate hasSupportGraphElement (and possibly, hasChallengeGraphElement), for that Micropublication, using DL-Safe rules implemented in the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [3, 4] .
A.2.1.5 A Property Chain Underlies the challenges Property
Unlike supports, the challenges property is not transitive. But we want it to propagate across the network of relations. If I challenge the Method published by Bob, and used by Mary in some other publication to derive her Data, this challenge should propagate up to the central Claim of Mary's study, because we have undercut its support. We accomplish this by defining the properties directlyChallenges, and indirectlyChallenges. A directlyChallenges property is just what it implies: directly asserting that something is false.
That thing we directly challenged may supports (transitively or otherwise) some Statement or Claim or Data elsewhere, and so the indirectlyChallenges property will be entailed as a property chain on directlyChallenges and supports. Lastly, the challenges property is entailed as superproperty of directlyChallenges and indirectlyChallenges, also entailing instantiation of the ChallengesGraph.
A.2.1.6 DL Safe Rules
The (DL-Safe) rules associated with this model are given here using the Manchester vocabulary of SWRL.
• Support and Challenge Graph rules: o An elementOf any Micropublication, that also supports its Claim, has the property supportGraphElementOf connecting it to the Micropublication. Other aspects of the OWL ontology are relatively straightforward, correspond closely to the model, and are documented as annotation properties. 
A.2.2 RDF for Example 1, Figure 7

